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deal_net

Title deal with network

Usage

deal_net(net, dise_gene)

Arguments

net a network
dise_gene a matrix with one column of genes

Value

a matrix

Examples

deal_net(net, dise_gene)
### dise_gene

- **Description**: A vector of disease related genes
- **Usage**: `dise_gene`
- **Format**: A matrix with 79 rows and 1 column

### edge_weight

- **Description**: Weights of edges of a net
- **Usage**: `edge_weight`
- **Format**: A matrix with 25 rows and 3 columns

### genes_mat

- **Description**: A one-to-many matrix of GO term and gene
- **Usage**: `genes_mat`
- **Format**: A matrix with 45 rows and 3 columns
get_gene_mat

Description
Get a one-to-many matrix of gene and GO term

Usage
get_gene_mat(net_disease)

Arguments
net_disease  a disease related network, matrix

Value
a matrix

get_edge_weight

Description
Title weight edge

Usage
get_edge_weight(net_disease_term, terms_mat)

Arguments
net_disease_term  GO terms for each pair of nodes in the network
terms_mat  result of get_term_mat()

Value
a matrix

Examples
get_edge_weight(net_disease_term, terms_mat)

details
the third column is the number of go terms
get_neighbor

Examples
get_gene_mat(net_disease)

description
Title get neighbor of a node

Usage
get_neighbor(node, net)

Arguments
node a gene
net a network

Value
a vector of gene

get_net_disease_term

Title Get the GO terms for each pair of nodes in the network

Description
Title Get the GO terms for each pair of nodes in the network

Usage
get_net_disease_term(genes_mat, net_disease)

Arguments
genes_mat a one-to-many matrix of GO term and gene
net_disease a disease related network, matrix

Value
a matrix

Examples
get_net_disease_term(genes_mat, net_disease)
get_node_weight

**Title**: weight node

**Description**

Title weight node

**Usage**

get_node_weight(genes_mat)

**Arguments**

- **genes_mat**: a one-to-many matrix of GO term and gene

**Value**

a matrix

**Examples**

get_node_weight(genes_mat)

---

get_Q

**Title**: get the disease risk transition probability matrix

**Description**

Title get the disease risk transition probability matrix

**Usage**

get_Q(node_weight, net_disease_term)

**Arguments**

- **node_weight**: a matrix, genes and their weights
- **net_disease_term**: GO terms for each pair of nodes in the network

**Value**

a matrix
*get_R*

**Title** get the final genetic disease risk scores

**Description**

Title get the final genetic disease risk scores

**Usage**

\[
\text{get}_R(\text{node\_weight}, \text{net\_disease\_term}, \text{bet}, R_0, \text{threshold} = 10^{-9})
\]

**Arguments**

- node\_weight: a matrix, genes and their weights
- net\_disease\_term: GO terms for each pair of nodes in the network
- bet: a parameter to measure the importance of genes and interactions
- R\_0: the vector of initial disease risk scores for all genes
- threshold: a threshold for terminating iterations

**Value**

a matrix

**Examples**

```r
net\_disease <- deal\_net(net, dise\_gene)
gen\_mat <- get\_gene\_mat(net\_disease)
node\_weight <- get\_node\_weight(gen\_mat)
net\_disease\_term <- get\_net\_disease\_term(gen\_mat, net\_disease)
R\_0 <- get\_R\_0(dise\_gene, node\_weight, f=1)
result <- get\_R(node\_weight, net\_disease\_term, bet = 0.5, R\_0 = R\_0, threshold = 10^{-9})
```

*get_R\_0*

**Title** get the vector of initial disease risk scores for all genes

**Description**

Title get the vector of initial disease risk scores for all genes

**Usage**

\[
\text{get}_R(0(disease\_gene, node\_weight, f = 1)
\]

**Examples**

```r
net\_disease <- deal\_net(net, dise\_gene)
gen\_mat <- get\_gene\_mat(net\_disease)
node\_weight <- get\_node\_weight(gen\_mat)
net\_disease\_term <- get\_net\_disease\_term(gen\_mat, net\_disease)
R\_0 <- get\_R\_0(dise\_gene, node\_weight, f=1)
result <- get\_R(node\_weight, net\_disease\_term, bet = 0.5, R\_0 = R\_0, threshold = 10^{-9})
```
get_term_mat

Arguments

disease_gene  a matrix of a column of genes
node_weight   a matrix, genes and their weights
f             an integer parameter to measure the significance of disease genes and candidate genes

Value

a vector

Examples

get_R_0(dise_gene,node_weight,1)

get_term_mat

Get a one-to-many matrix of GO term and gene

Description

Get a one-to-many matrix of GO term and gene

Usage

get_term_mat(net_disease)

Arguments

net_disease   a disease related network, matrix

Value

a matrix

Examples

get_term_mat(net_disease)
Description
Title

Usage
get_W(node1, node2)

Arguments
node1 a gene
tnode2 a gene

Value
a number

metabolic_net a matrix, Human metabolic network

Description
a matrix, Human metabolic network

Usage
metabolic_net

Format
A matrix with 589,199 rows and 2 columns
### net

**Description**

A network of genes

**Usage**

`net`

**Format**

A matrix with 2000 rows and 2 columns

### net_disease

**Description**

A network of disease related genes

**Usage**

`net_disease`

**Format**

A matrix with 26 rows and 2 columns

### net_disease_term

**Description**

GO terms for each pair of nodes in the network

**Usage**

`net_disease_term`

**Format**

A matrix with 25 rows and 4 columns
**node_weight**

Details
- the third column is the go terms, the fourth column is the number of go terms
- the fourth column is the number of go terms

| node_weight | a matrix, genes and their weights |

Description
- a matrix, genes and their weights

Usage
- node_weight

Format
- A matrix with 45 rows and 2 columns

---

**R_0**

Description
- the vector of initial disease risk scores for all genes

Usage
- R_0

Format
- A vector of 45 number

---

**terms_mat**

Description
- a one-to-many matrix of GO term and gene

Usage
- terms_mat

Format
- A matrix with 1172 rows and 3 columns
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